
        
NHPS SCIENCE Curriculum At-A-Glance https://sites.google.com/a/nhps.net/new-haven-public-schools-curriculum/science
(includes links to Instructional Frameworks, Science Practice Rubrics, Resources and Professional Development)

● Taught using learning cycle: Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, Evaluate.
● Students figure things out, not just learn about!

(Note: Elem K-5 should be at least 100 min/week hands-on science! + literacy/math, 6-12 at least 230 min/week)
              

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

K Plants and Animals
  

Energy (ETS) Weather Objects in Motion

1 Sound (ETS)
  

Light Sun movements: Day/Night
PBA

Plants and Animals

2 Plants (Seed Dispersal)
  

 

Land and Water Erosion (ETS) Solids & Liquids

3 Weather and Climate
  

Patterns in Motion Animals Habitats Change (ETS) Organisms
PBA

4 Animals and
Communication

  

Changing Earth Energy in Motion Energy (electricity/
Waves (ETS)
PBA

5 Changes in Ecosystems
  

Stars and Sky
Mystery Sci, PBA

Materials and Properties (NGSS TEST
FOLLOWS)
Mystery Sci

Water/Human Impacts
(ETS)
Mystery Sci

6 Ecosystems
PBA, PBA

Human Impacts
PBA

Weather & Climate (heat)
PBA

Energy
PBA

7 Matter/
Atom

Chemical
Reactions

Cells Body Systems Growth
Reproduction

Genetics Natural
Selection

Evolution

8 Motion/
Energy

Energy
Transfer

Space
Systems

Earth History Tectonic Plates
PBA

Changing Earth
(Rocks & Geological
Features)
(NGSS TEST
FOLLOWS)

Waves/Energy
(Earthquakes, E&M
Forces)
PBA

PhyChem Earth
Energy/
Matter
Cycles

Weather/
Climate
Change
PBA

Earth
Materials/
Environ.
Impact

Natural
Resources

EM Waves in
Technology
PBA

Energy Sources/
Changes
PBA

Electric Energy

Biology Bio
Chemistry

Cells
Bacteria
Viruses

Heredity
Genetics

Evolution Diseases
Population

Organism
Interdependence
PBA

Ecology

Chemistry Chemical
Properties

Nuclear/
Atoms in
the
Universe

Atomic
Structure/
Matter
Properties

Compounds
Bonding

Reactions/
Equations

Solutions/
Acids Bases
PBA
(NGSSTEST
FOLLOWS)

Gas Behavior/
Organization

Motion ACCEL 2D Motion Forces/ Work Energy/
Electric

Wave , Sound, Light Modern
Physics

 ● Science and Engineering Practices (Observing, Measuring, Questioning, Modeling, Investigating,
 Analyzing Data/Math, Explaining, Argumentation, Communicating/Discourse) used throughout! 

           

 Mystery Sci

 Mystery Sci PBA

Mystery Sci Mystery 
Sci2, PBA

Mystery Sci 

Mystery Sci 

Mystery Sci 

NHPS Science Fair May 16-19

Physics  
(or other  
electives)

New Haven Public Schools 2021-2022 School Year SCIENCE OVERVIEW PUBLIC PACING CHART

https://sites.google.com/a/nhps.net/new-haven-public-schools-curriculum/science
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wiZpb9iQ7E2CEJ_bdE9Zrc2iGSOUhfyzMZMwpENY5Hs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LUDqUBOh8bvniGOmkQRK2GzP6I2A12oH/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=110739577008173965791&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://mysteryscience.com/light/light-sound-communication
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SsV1_wn2QAnddBd4cGCvnT-G6rjEnOO0mjIxYVZfGDE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GCD7YPGJppR99TAuDJeUZe7QHGGhfepOX9Q8iJBOrCE/edit?usp=sharing
https://mysteryscience.com/biodiversity/animal-biodiversity
https://mysteryscience.com/plants/plant-adaptations
https://mysteryscience.com/weather/weather-climate
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ilmdsOiz3S1Pa9JpSXYWH-BpXGkm5dW6?usp=sharing
https://mysteryscience.com/body/human-body-vision-the-brain
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SsV1_wn2QAnddBd4cGCvnT-G6rjEnOO0mjIxYVZfGDE/edit?usp=sharing
https://mysteryscience.com/ecosystems/ecosystems-the-food-web
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1aiFNh1W11JdzdC7u1PvQVEr9VeG9jitGmX_aH85RJBk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1PFRjpO8hZxZEmcSnlUEGPq0v8CLcx1BY9YCkR7WlFro/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1c4rkxOpT8tWWxrwfn5QdTccv9YamMoDG2Be8s8rmHiA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1cj2RjjCX1EAg8vMPmvl9EyQxrLP3LeLHW4QzbEoJmdc/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YphRuIJ--MnRMp2VyjrK1ryWc2s3XeUI?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DTPiT6R0M95uzOnna55abkTtxb989Knw?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vCjjAi6A2fHz0ZYh-CZCPYEMJyTud8km?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1PFRjpO8hZxZEmcSnlUEGPq0v8CLcx1BY9YCkR7WlFro/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nivFb1MQaFGbMz080C06-mbd_MeHiaa_?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1H-WfxVAAWEnq2SLYn6WMRMmwPvqxY5Fie1bjQI1u6to/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10CPpCunrqjL1yTq7plASC8HDvHYuIsOw?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11yS83P966RW3kyxlMQPVpemHX273wMlA?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CR0812AIoyKKQyRj0_YIty5bOYwTHip3gYGO4Bu5tS0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1fomkeNLdxi5sbEDHpODJ2vrOMwHNorRRPBG_R2bAaQ8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1R6HHKpgTHpRmpaYU86qvar-NPC5tF2KDPWvruG4PAOk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DBqwgbLPGoJ9j9zY1ytrw7SpfsmPdEVYCRJ7rIkiAjE/edit?usp=sharing


Offerings: 
Elementary: 
at least 2x/week 
with > 100 minutes 
of hands on science. 
(State  science test 
in 5

th
 grade) 

 
Middle School: 
in 6-8

th
 grade as a 

core subject (State  
science test in 8

th
 

grade) 
 
High School:  
3 years required: 
PhyChem, Biology, & 
Chemistry 
Many electives 
including Physics, 
Anatomy, BioTech, 
Environmental 
(State science test in 
11

th
 grade) 

 
Partners:  
Wide variety of 
afterschool  & 
community science 
programs including 
Yale Pathways, New 
Haven Science Fair, 
programs at Yale, 
SCSU, UNH, QU, and 
many others. 
 
Curriculum 
Revision:   
All science 
curriculum  revised 
to reflect new NGSS 
science standards 
adopted Nov. 2015 
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Science 
• Curriculum	thoughtfully	transitioned	to	align	to	recently	CT	adopted	Next	Generation	
Science	Standards	in	2019	(7-12)	and	2021	(K-6) 

• Curriculum,	instruction,	and	assessment	emphasize	inquiry	standards	and	practices	
as	well	as	content.		 

• These	newly	redefined	science	and	engineering	practices	(Questioning,	Modeling,	
Investigating,	Analyzing/Math,	Constructing	Explanations,	Argument	from	Evidence,	
Communicating/Discourse)	align	directly	with	Common	Core	State	Standards	for	
Mathematics	and	English	Language.	See	
www.newhavenscience.org/NHPSScienceMasteryScoringCriteria.pdf 

• Connected	to	preparing	students	for	higher	education	and	careers	in	science,	
technology,	engineering	and	mathematics	(STEM). 

Rigorous curriculum written by NHPS teachers. 

• Students	learn	through	the	research-based	learning	cycle:	Engage,	Explore,	
Explain,	Elaborate,	Evaluate.	(Experiences	come	before	explanation	and	students	
construct	their	own	explanations/models	based	on	their	explorations.) 

• Students	figure	things	out		not	just	learn	about. 
• Experiential	science	learning	through	kits,	materials	and	technology.. 
• Students	are	continually	required	to	apply	key	inquiry	skills/practices	such	as	
observation,	measurement,	controlling	variables,	and	making	conclusions	via	real-
world	investigations. 

• Learning	is	about	sense-making,	followed	by	scientific	terms	and	discourse 
• Students	connect	learning	to	societal	issues	through	persuasive	essays,	forums,	
debates,	case	studies	and	simulations.		 

• Student	experiences	mirror	authentic	practices	and	prepare	for	STEM	careers. 

Students engage in real-world applications of concepts. 

• Science	curriculum	supports	differentiation	meeting	students’	specific	needs	
/interests	through	multiple	methods	of	instruction,	including	science	talk,	
literacy	strategies,	experiential	and	project-based	learning.	 

• English	Learners	and	Special	Education	Learners	are	included	in	ALL	science	
instruction	and	assessment,	and	are	supported	with	multiple	methods	including	
talking/listening,	labs,	visuals,	and	use	of	multiple	languages.	 

• Students	learn	about	science	careers,	the	cultural	and	historical	impact	of	science. 
• Students	access	content	through	hands-on	experiments,	multimedia	resources,	use	
of	technology,	nonfiction	readings,	peer	interactions,	and	data	analysis. 

• Teachers	receive	support	through	access	to	science	resources,	curriculum	and	
performance	tasks	developed	by	peers	on	newhavenscience.org	and		Google	docs.	 

• Teachers	receive	personalized	support	through	observations	and	regular	
communication	with	the	Supervisor	and	science	mentors.	 

• In	district	science	professional	development	focuses	on	research-based	learning	
strategies		and	peer	discourse	through	professional	learning	groups. 

• Professional	learning	meetings	include	opportunities	for	teacher-choice	and	
teacher-led	workshops	and	wide	variety	of	professional	learning	opportunities	
through	our	local	universities	and	partners. 

Teachers and students receive the support they need to learn and grow. 

• Student	mastery	of	science	concepts	and	skills	is	demonstrated	through: 
• State	Elementary	(5th),	Middle	(	8th)	and	High	School	(11th)	science	assessments. 
• district-wide	assessments	in	core	courses	in	middle	and	high	school. 
• performance	tasks,	tests,	written	analyses	including	lab	reports	and	research	,	
presentations,	visuals	and	multimedia	designed	to	make	student	thinking	visible. 

• extended	projects	and	investigations	such	as	those	for	the	Science	Fair. 
• Assessments	evaluate	mastery	of	all	three	dimensions	of	science	learning:		
science/engineering	practices,	cross-cutting	concepts,	and	core	disciplinary	ideas.	 

Students demonstrate learning through a variety of high-quality assessments. 



Key	expectations	to	have	about	students’	science	programs	in	New	Haven	 
Also	see	science	instructional	strategies	linked	to	teacher	evaluation	competencies	(look	fors):	
www.newhavenscience.org/ScienceInstructionalStrategiesNEWHAVEN.pdf	
	
The	goal	of	the	science	classroom	is	so	that	ALL	students	need	to		FIGURE	IT	OUT,	NOT		just	LEARN	
ABOUT!	

	They	don’t	learn	about	how	the	world	works	from	listening	to	the	teacher	or	reading	in	a	book,	they	
figure	out	how	and	why	things	happen	from	their	observations,	their	experiences	and	from	each	other.	

They	come	up	with	their	OWN	explanation	based	on	evidence,	similar	to	Common	Core	math/literacy.	
This	is	a	big	change	with	NGSS	stndards.	
	
-Students	need	experiences	FIRST	before	the	teacher	or	anyone	else	tells	them	the	answer	or	the	terms.	
Classroom	units	should	follow	a	specific	learning	cycle	order	we	call	the	5	E’s	:	Engage,	Explore,	Explain,	
Elaborate,	Evaluate.	This	means	they	look	at	the	cells	in	the	microscope	or	fly	the	paper	airplane	FIRST	,	
then	explore	more	and	analyze	their	data,	THEN	maybe	get	an	explanation	from	the	teacher	or	the	book.	
	
-The	skills	(practices)	of	science	are	ALWAYS	being	taught:	questioning,	investigating,	modeling,	analyzing,	
computing,	explaining,	arguing,	communicating.	These	are	much	MORE	important	than	science	facts	or	
words	to	be	memorized.	SENSE	MAKING	is	the	key.	
	
-Students	should	be	TALKING	to	EACH	OTHER	all	the	time	about	what	they	think	AND	WHY.	Parents	can	
help	students	practice	this.	Students	have	to	be	able	to	TALK,	use	evidence	to	support	their	conclusions…	
THEN	write	or	take	a	test.	See	www.newhavenscience.org/sciencetalk.pdf	
	
-Engaging	hands-on,	labs,	experiences	inside/outside,	pictures,	visuals,	group	work,	projects	should	happen	
A	LOT	in	science	class.	Students	should	be	graded	on	all	those	things,	not	just	tests,	especially	on	skills.	
	
-Instruction	should	be	DIFFERENT	for	different	students,	depending	on	their	needs	(such	as	more	visuals,	
more	class	discussion	and	more	hands	on	for	English	Learners	and	Special	Education	students,	or	more	
independent	work	for	students	who	need	the	practice),	because	science	is	for	ALL	students	at	ALL	levels!...	
Bilingual	resources,	including	vocabulary,	are	available	especially	in	the	elementary	school.		
	
-Class	should	include	ideas	about	science	in	the	students’	culture/history,	the	importance	of	science	in	
society	and	student’s	own	environment,	as	well	as	awareness	of	careers	in	STEM	field.	
	
-Teachers	should	be	following	the	New	Haven	curriculum	(www.newhavenscience.org),	including	the	time	in	
elementary	school	(at	least	100	min/week),	and	using	all	the	community	resources	to	help	them.	
	
-In	elementary	grades	K-5,	the	math	and	literacy	lessons	should	be	connected	to	the	hands-on	science	
experiences	students	have	in	the	classroom.		
	
-Science,	especially	in	middle	and	high	school,	does	not	always	have	ONE	right	answer	and	it	takes	a	while	to	
get	to	the	answer!	Students	have	to	be	patient	and	learn	perseverance,	especially	when	math	is	involved!	
	
-Science	is	NOT	just	for	one	type	of	students	or	adult,	it	is	for	all	types,	all	students,	all	people.	Everyone	
talking	about	science	needs	to	be	positive	about	the	people	who	do	science	and	believe	that	ALL	students	can	
achieve!	
	
-Every	adult	should	always	be	talking	positively	about	science	and	science	(STEM)	careers,	science	is	for	
ALL	students	at	ALL	levels	(see	www.newhavenscience.org/STEM	for	info	on	science	careers).	
 



	



NHPS Science Fair May 16-19, 2022

Kindergarten
Quarter 1: Plants and Animals
SS Unit, Mystery Sci
K-LS1-1 Use observations to describe patterns of
what plants and animals (including humans) need to
survive.
K-ESS2-2 Construct an argument supported by
evidence for how plants and animals (including
humans) can change the environment to meet their
needs.
K-ESS3-1 Use a model to represent the relationship
between the needs of different plants and animals
(including humans) and the places they live.

Quarter 2: Energy
K-PS3-1. Make observations to determine the effect
of sunlight on Earth’s surface.
K-PS3-2. Use tools and materials to design and build
a structure that will reduce the warming effect of
sunlight on an area.*

Other:
K-ESS3-3. Communicate solutions that will reduce
the impact of humans on the land, water, air, and/or
other living things in the local environment.*

Quarter 3: Weather
K-ESS2-1.Use and share observations of local
weather conditions to describe patterns over time
K-ESS3-2 Ask questions to obtain information about
the purpose of weather forecasting to prepare for, and
respond to, severe weather.*

Quarter 4:  Objects in Motion
K-PS2-1.Plan and conduct an investigation to compare
the effects of different strengths or different directions
of pushes and pulls on the motion of an object.
K-PS2-2 Analyze data to determine if a design solution
works as intended to change the speed or direction of
an object with a push or a pull.*

Science & Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining

problems (for engineering)

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out investigations

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics and computational

thinking

6. Constructing explanations (for science) and

designing solutions (for engineering)

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating

information

Engineering and Design Performance
Embedded throughout units:

*Smithsonian incorporates the Engineering Standards
required.

K - Energy Unit

K-ETS1-1. Ask questions, make observations, and
gather information about a situation people want to
change to define a simple problem that can be solved
through the development of a new or improved object
or tool.
K-ETS1-2. Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or
physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object
helps it function as needed to solve a given problem.
K-ETS1-3. Analyze data from tests of two objects
designed to solve the same problem to compare the
strengths and weaknesses of how each performs.

NGSS Practices Rubrics, Grade K Curr Folder,Grade K NGSS Unwrapped

http://www.nhsciencefair.org
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wiZpb9iQ7E2CEJ_bdE9Zrc2iGSOUhfyzMZMwpENY5Hs/edit?usp=sharing
https://mysteryscience.com/secrets/plant-animal-needs
https://www.nextgenscience.org/pe/k-ls1-1-molecules-organisms-structures-and-processes
https://www.nextgenscience.org/pe/k-ess2-2-earths-systems
https://www.nextgenscience.org/pe/k-ess3-1-earth-and-human-activity
https://www.nextgenscience.org/pe/k-ess3-2-earth-and-human-activity
https://www.nextgenscience.org/pe/k-ps2-2-motion-and-stability-forces-and-interactions
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ZuXZg8zkHmp-c1HNNsR2DuexQd9NePSD?usp=sharing


Grade One

Quarter 1: Sound
SS Unit Mystery Sci PBA
1-PS4-1. Plan and conduct investigations to provide
evidence that vibrating materials can make sound and
that sound can make materials vibrate.
1-PS4-4. Use tools and materials to design and build
a device that uses light or sound to solve the problem
of communicating over a distance.*

Quarter 2: Light
1-PS4-2. Make observations to construct an
evidence-based account that objects can be seen
only when illuminated.
1-PS4-3. Plan and conduct an investigation to
determine the effect of placing objects made with
different materials in the path of a beam of light.

Quarter 3: Night and Day
1-ESS1-1. Use observations of the sun, moon, and
stars to describe patterns that can be predicted.
1-ESS1-2. Make observations at different times of year
to relate the amount of daylight to the time of year.

Quarter 4:  Plants and Animals
1-LS1-1. Use materials to design a solution to a
human problem by mimicking how plants and/or
animals use their external parts to help them survive,
grow, and meet their needs.*
1-LS1-2. Read texts and use media to determine
patterns in behavior of parents and offspring that help
offspring survive.
1-LS3-1. Make observations to construct an
evidence-based account that young plants and
animals are like, but not exactly
like their parents.

Science & Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining

problems (for engineering)

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out investigations

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics and computational

thinking

6. Constructing explanations (for science) and

designing solutions (for engineering)

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating

information

Engineering and Design Performance
Embedded throughout units:

*Smithsonian incorporates the Engineering Standards
required.

1- Sound Unit

1-ETS1-1. Ask questions, make observations, and
gather information about a situation people want to
change to define a simple problem that can be solved
through the development of a new or improved object
or tool.
1-ETS1-2. Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or
physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object
helps it function as needed to solve a given problem.
1-ETS1-3. Analyze data from tests of two objects
designed to solve the same problem to compare the
strengths and weaknesses of how each performs.

NGSS Practices Rubrics, Grade 1 Curr Folder,Grade 1 NGSS Unwrapped

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LUDqUBOh8bvniGOmkQRK2GzP6I2A12oH/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=110739577008173965791&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://mysteryscience.com/light/light-sound-communication
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1t0-R_czXvgw5ucMo-v8Shkm6sHQeZ2Y19Yx5bOPCZ3E/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dX6ojkhsD_ePlLGPklmnNcQ9NkS_90RP?usp=sharing


Grade Two

Quarter 1:  Plants/Seed Dispersal
SS Unit , Mystery Sci
Mystery Sci2, PBA
2-LS2-1. Plan and conduct an investigation to
determine if plants need sunlight and water to grow.
2-LS2-2. Develop a simple model that mimics the
function of an animal in dispersing seeds or
pollinating plants.*

Quarter 2 Land And Water
2-ESS1-1. Use information from several sources to
provide evidence that Earth events can occur quickly
or slowly.
2-ESS2-2. Develop a model to represent the shapes
and kinds of land and bodies of water in an area.
2-ESS2-3. Obtain information to identify where water
is found on Earth and that it can be solid or liquid.

Quarter 3: Erosion
2-ESS2-1. Compare multiple solutions designed to
slow or prevent wind or water from changing the shape
of the land.*

Quarter 4: Solids and Liquids
2-PS1-1. Plan and conduct an investigation to describe
and classify different kinds of materials by their
observable
properties.
2-PS1-2. Analyze data obtained from testing different
materials to determine which materials have the
properties that are best suited for an intended
purpose.*
2-PS1-3. Make observations to construct an
evidence-based account of how an object made of a
small set of pieces can be disassembled and made
into a new object.
2-PS1-4. Construct an argument with evidence that
some changes caused by heating or cooling can be
reversed and some cannot.

Science & Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining

problems (for engineering)

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out investigations

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics and computational

thinking

6. Constructing explanations (for science) and

designing solutions (for engineering)

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating

information

Engineering and Design Performance
Embedded throughout units:

*Smithsonian incorporates the Engineering Standards
required.

2- Sound Erosion

2-ETS1-1. Ask questions, make observations, and
gather information about a situation people want to
change to define a simple problem that can be solved
through the development of a new or improved object
or tool.
2-ETS1-2. Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or
physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object
helps it function as needed to solve a given problem.
2-ETS1-3. Analyze data from tests of two objects
designed to solve the same problem to compare the
strengths and weaknesses of how each performs.

NGSS Practices Rubrics, Grade 2 Curr Folder, Grade 2 NGSS Unwrapped

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GCD7YPGJppR99TAuDJeUZe7QHGGhfepOX9Q8iJBOrCE/edit?usp=sharing
https://mysteryscience.com/biodiversity/animal-biodiversity
https://mysteryscience.com/plants/plant-adaptations
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1z9v7boCIm88HNNIIG0ZWLzPqoT0qQZEsNlke0IpOfxY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1--jPUK7aoqVXLi-I11YvVt4g2huK_Jho?usp=sharing


Grade 3

Quarter 1: Weather and Climate
Mystery Sci , SS Unit
3-ESS2-1. Represent data in tables and graphical
displays to describe typical weather conditions
expected during a particular season.
3-ESS2-2. Obtain and combine information to
describe climates in different regions of the world.
3-ESS3-1. Make a claim about the merit of a design
solution that reduces the impacts of a weather-related
hazard.*

Quarter 2: Patterns in Motion
3-PS2-1. Plan and conduct an investigation to provide
evidence of the effects of balanced and unbalanced
forces on the motion of an object.
3-PS2-2. Make observations and/or measurements of
an object’s motion to provide evidence that a pattern
can be used to predict future motion.
3-PS2-3. Ask questions to determine cause and effect
relationships of electric or magnetic interactions
between two objects not in contact with each other.
3-PS2-4. Define a simple design problem that can be
solved by applying scientific ideas about magnets.*

Quarter 3: Animals Change in Habitat
2-LS4-1. Make observations of plants and animals to
compare the diversity of life in different habitats.
3-LS2-1. Construct an argument that some animals
form groups that help members survive.
3-LS4-1. Analyze and interpret data from fossils to
provide evidence of the organisms and the
environments in which they lived long ago.
3-LS4-3. Construct an argument with evidence that in
a particular habitat some organisms can survive well,
some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.
system in which the parts depend on each other.

Quarter 4:  Organisms
3-LS1-1. Develop models to describe that organisms
have unique and diverse life cycles but all have in
common birth, growth, reproduction, and death.
3-LS3-1. Analyze and interpret data to provide
evidence that plants and animals have traits inherited
from parents and that variation of these traits exists in
a group of similar organisms.
3-LS3-2. Use evidence to support the explanation that
traits can be influenced by the environment.
3-LS4-2. Use evidence to construct an explanation for
how the variations in characteristics among individuals
of the same species may provide advantages in
surviving, finding mates, and reproducing.
3-LS4-4. Make a claim about the merit of a solution to
a problem caused when the environment changes and
the types of plants and animals that live there may
change.*

Science & Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining

problems (for engineering)

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out investigations

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics and computational

thinking

6. Constructing explanations (for science) and

designing solutions (for engineering)

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating

information

Engineering and Design Performances
Embedded throughout units
*Smithsonian incorporates the Engineering Standards
required.

3 - Animals Habitat Change Unit

3-ETS1-1. Define a simple design problem reflecting a
need or a want that includes specified criteria for
success and constraints on materials, time, or cost.

3-ETS1-2. Generate and compare multiple possible
solutions to a problem based on how well each is likely
to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.

3-ETS1-3. Plan and carry out fair tests in which
variables are controlled and failure points are
considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype
that can be improved.

NGSS Practices Rubrics, Grade 3 Curr Folder,, Interim NGSS Assessments,Grade 3 NGSS Unwrapped

https://mysteryscience.com/weather/weather-climate
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NYdMFCuCsPU6MfhdwEfh4Fz9IyhheJDZM9Y4pB7sA3c/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qvzTK0uo3fn3yK56KX9u3hwcq4kiSdLS?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1psA1Sj321CrXn9m3-q2rNZpk56blBZua-8steq_Gxrw/edit#gid=0


Grade 4

Quarter 1:  Animals Using their Senses
(Communication)
Mystery Sci , SS Unit
4-PS4-2. Develop a model to describe that light
reflecting from objects and entering the eye allows
objects to be seen.
4-LS1-1. Construct an argument that plants and
animals have internal and external structures that
function to support
survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction.
4-LS1-2. Use a model to describe that animals
receive different types of information through their
senses, process the information in their brain, and
respond to the information in different ways.
4-PS4-3. Generate and compare multiple solutions
that use patterns to transfer information.*

Quarter 2: Changing Earth
4-ESS1-1. Identify evidence from patterns in rock
formations and fossils in rock layers to support an
explanation for changes in a landscape over time.
4-ESS2-1. Make observations and/or measurements
to provide evidence of the effects of weathering or the
rate of erosion by water, ice, wind, or vegetation.
4-ESS2-2. Analyze and interpret data from maps to
describe patterns of Earth’s features.
4-ESS3-2. Generate and compare multiple solutions
to reduce the impacts of natural Earth processes on
humans.*
4-PS4-1. Develop a model of waves to describe
patterns in terms of amplitude and wavelength and
that waves can cause objects to move.

Quarter 3: Energy and Motion

4-PS3-1. Use evidence to construct an explanation
relating the speed of an object to the energy of that
object.
4-PS3-2. Make observations to provide evidence that
energy can be transferred from place to place by
sound, light, heat, and electric currents.
4-PS3-3. Ask questions and predict outcomes about
the changes in energy that occur when objects collide.
4-PS3-4. Apply scientific ideas to design, test, and
refine a device that converts energy from one form to
another.*

Quarter 4: Energy (ETS)
4-ESS3-1. Obtain and combine information to describe
that energy and fuels are derived from natural
resources and that their uses affect the environment.
4-PS3-2. Make observations to provide evidence that
energy can be transferred from place to place by
sound, light, heat, and electric currents.
4-PS3-4. Apply scientific ideas to design, test, and
refine a device that converts energy from one form to
another.*

Science & Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining

problems (for engineering)

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out investigations

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics and computational

thinking

6. Constructing explanations (for science) and

designing solutions (for engineering)

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating

information

Engineering and Design Performances
Embedded throughout units
*Smithsonian incorporates the Engineering Standards
required.

4 - Energy

4-ETS1-1. Define a simple design problem reflecting a
need or a want that includes specified criteria for
success and constraints on materials, time, or cost.

4-ETS1-2. Generate and compare multiple possible
solutions to a problem based on how well each is likely
to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.

4-ETS1-3. Plan and carry out fair tests in which
variables are controlled and failure points are
considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype
that can be improved.

NGSS Practices Rubrics, Grade 4 Curr Folder, Grade 4 Gizmos, Interim NGSS Assessments,Grade 4 NGSS Unwrapped

https://mysteryscience.com/body/human-body-vision-the-brain
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jX08ObfKtGizSjSJdnbgzOj0e6vlB5w1/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=110739577008173965791&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/13qJGRgZ04uLyearmuOSGLUPFI9USn4DB?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1swOTovX384aUkgZHCL5TcW1Jz3y09dYYTBTms48n_tA/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1psA1Sj321CrXn9m3-q2rNZpk56blBZua-8steq_Gxrw/edit#gid=0


Grade 5

Quarter 1:  Changes in Ecosystems
Mystery Sci , SS Unit
5-PS3-1. Use models to describe that energy in
animals’ food (used for body repair, growth, motion,
and to maintain body warmth) was once energy from
the sun.
5-LS1-1. Support an argument that plants get the
materials they need for growth chiefly from air and
water.
5-LS2-1. Develop a model to describe the movement
of matter among plants, animals, decomposers, and
the environment.

Quarter 2: Stars and Sky
5-PS2-1. Support an argument that the gravitational
force exerted by Earth on objects is directed down.
5-ESS1-1. Support an argument that differences in
the apparent brightness of the sun compared to other
stars is due to their relative distances from Earth.
5-ESS1-2. Represent data in graphical displays to
reveal patterns of daily changes in length and
direction of shadows, day and night, and the seasonal
appearance of some stars in the night sky.

Quarter 3: Materials and Properties
5-PS1-1. Develop a model to describe that matter is
made of particles too small to be seen.
5-PS1-2. Measure and graph quantities to provide
evidence that regardless of the type of change that
occurs when heating, cooling, or mixing substances,
the total weight of matter is conserved.
5-PS1-3. Make observations and measurements to
identify materials based on their properties. 5-PS1-4.
Conduct an investigation to determine whether the
mixing of two or more substances results in new
substances.

(NGSS TEST IN SPRING)

Quarter 4: Water & Human Impacts
5-ESS2-1. Develop a model using an example to
describe ways the geosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere,
and/or atmosphere
interact.
5-ESS2-2. Describe and graph the amounts of
saltwater and fresh water in various reservoirs to
provide evidence about the distribution of water on
Earth.
5-ESS3-1. Obtain and combine information about
ways individual communities use science ideas to
protect the Earth’s resources and environment.

Science & Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining

problems (for engineering)

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out investigations

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics and computational

thinking

6. Constructing explanations (for science) and

designing solutions (for engineering)

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating

information

Engineering and Design Performances
Embedded throughout units
*Smithsonian incorporates the Engineering Standards
required.

5 - Water and Human Impacts

5-ETS1-1. Define a simple design problem reflecting a
need or a want that includes specified criteria for
success and constraints on materials, time, or cost.

5-ETS1-2. Generate and compare multiple possible
solutions to a problem based on how well each is likely
to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.

5-ETS1-3. Plan and carry out fair tests in which
variables are controlled and failure points are
considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype
that can be improved.

NGSS Practices Rubrics, Grade 5 Curr Folder, Grade 5 Gizmos,Interim NGSS Assessments,Grade 5 NGSS Unwrapped

https://mysteryscience.com/ecosystems/ecosystems-the-food-web
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1hDaIRKKR9LbxE6eS9FKXWB47OyxrDG5G/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=110739577008173965791&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1JNWAAFdYWDxc_VD7dKVCYtzr87Te_1Ww
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1swOTovX384aUkgZHCL5TcW1Jz3y09dYYTBTms48n_tA/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1psA1Sj321CrXn9m3-q2rNZpk56blBZua-8steq_Gxrw/edit#gid=0


Grade 6

Quarter 1: Ecosystems
PBA, PBA
MS-PE-LS2-1: Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence
for the effects of resource availability on organisms and
populations of organisms in an ecosystem.
MS-PE-LS2-2: Construct an explanation that predicts patterns
of interactions among organisms across multiple ecosystems.
MS-PE-LS2-3: Develop a model to describe the cycling of
matter and flow of energy among living and nonliving parts of
an ecosystem.
MS-PE-LS2-4: Construct an argument supported by empirical
evidence that changes to physical or biological components of
an ecosystem affect populations.
MS-PE-LS2-5: Evaluate competing design solutions for
maintaining biodiversity and ecosystem services.*
MS-PE-ETS1-2: Evaluate competing design solutions using a
systematic process to determine how well they meet the
criteria and constraints of the problem.
MS-PE-ETS1-3: Analyze data from tests to determine
similarities and differences among several design solutions to
identify the best characteristics of each that can be
combined into a new solution to better meet the criteria for
success.

Quarter 2:  Human Impacts
MS-PE-ESS3-4: Construct an argument supported by
evidence for how increases in human population and
per-capita consumption of natural resources impact Earth's
systems.
MS-PE-ETS1-1: Define the criteria and constraints of a design
problem with sufficient precision to ensure a successful
solution, taking into account relevant scientific principles and
potential impacts on people and the natural environment that
may limit possible solutions.
MS-PE-ESS3-1: Construct a scientific explanation based on
evidence for how the uneven distributions of Earth's mineral,
energy, and groundwater resources are the result of past and
current geoscience processes.
MS-PE-ETS1-2: Evaluate competing design solutions using a
systematic process to determine how well they meet the
criteria and constraints of the problem

Quarter 3: Weather/Climate

MS-PE-PS1-4: Develop a model that predicts and describes
changes in particle motion, temperature, and state of a pure
substance when thermal energy is added or removed.
MS-PE-ESS2-4: Develop a model to describe the cycling of
water through Earth's systems driven by energy from the sun and
the force of gravity.
MS-PE-ESS2-5: Collect data to provide evidence for how the
motions and complex interactions of air masses result in changes
in weather conditions.
6 MS-PE-ESS2-6: Develop and use a model to describe how
unequal heating and rotation of the Earth causes patterns of
atmospheric and oceanic circulation that determine regional
climates.

Climate Change
MS-PE-ESS3-5: Ask questions to clarify evidence of the factors
that have caused the rise in global temperatures over the past
century.
MS-PE-ESS3-3: Apply scientific principles to design a method for
monitoring and minimizing a human impact on the environment.*

Quarter 4: Energy
MS-PE-PS1-6: Undertake a design project to construct, test, and
modify a device that
either releases or absorbs thermal energy by chemical
processes.*
MS-PE-PS3-3: Apply scientific principles to design, construct,
and test a device that either minimizes or maximizes thermal
energy transfer.*
MS-PE-PS3-4: Plan an investigation to determine the
relationships among the energy transferred, the type of matter,
the mass, and the change in the average kinetic energy of the
particles as measured by the temperature of the sample.

Science & Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for
engineering)

2. Developing and using models
3. Planning and carrying out investigations
4. Analyzing and interpreting data
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking
6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing

solutions (for engineering)
7. Engaging in argument from evidence
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

Engineering Performance Tasks (Throughout)

MS-PE-ETS1-2: Evaluate competing design solutions using a
systematic process to determine how well they meet the criteria
and constraints of the problem.

MS-PE-ETS1-3: Analyze data from tests to determine similarities
and differences among several design solutions to identify the
best characteristics of each that can be
combined into a new solution to better meet the criteria for
success.

MS-PE-ETS1-4: Develop a model to generate data for iterative
testing and modification of a proposed object, tool, or process
such that an optimal design can be achieved.

NGSS Practices Rubrics, Grade 6 Curr Folder, Grade 6 Gizmos Link, Interim NGSS Assessments

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YphRuIJ--MnRMp2VyjrK1ryWc2s3XeUI?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DTPiT6R0M95uzOnna55abkTtxb989Knw?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1qCEKTceXUbBElix8WqCKNqYEHs1MWrMP?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1swOTovX384aUkgZHCL5TcW1Jz3y09dYYTBTms48n_tA/edit#gid=467402538
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1psA1Sj321CrXn9m3-q2rNZpk56blBZua-8steq_Gxrw/edit#gid=691264366


GRADE 8
QUARTER ONE: MOTION, ENERGY, ENERGY TRANSFER
MS-PE-PS2-1: Apply Newton’s Third Law to design a solution to
a problem involving the motion of two colliding objects.*
MS-PE-PS2-2: Plan an investigation to provide evidence that
the change in an object’s motion depends on the sum of the
forces on the object and the mass of the object.
MS-PE-PS3-1: Construct and interpret graphical displays of
data to describe the relationships of kinetic energy to the mass
of an object and to the speed of an object.
HS-PE-PS2-3: Apply scientific and engineering ideas to design,
evaluate, and refine a device that minimizes the force on a
macroscopic object during a collision.*
MS-PE-PS3-2: Develop a model to describe that when the
arrangement of objects interacting at a distance changes,
different amounts of potential energy are stored in the system.
MS-PE-PS3-5: Construct, use, and present arguments to
support the claim that when the kinetic energy of an object
changes, energy is transferred to or from the object.
HS-PE-PS2-1: Analyze data to support the claim that Newton’s
second law of motion describes the mathematical relationship
among the net force on a macroscopic object, its mass, and its
acceleration.
QUARTER TWO: SPACE SYSTEMS & EARTH HISTORY
MS-PE-PS2-4: Construct and present arguments using
evidence to support the claim that gravitational interactions are
attractive and depend on the masses of interacting objects.
MS-PE-PS2-5: Conduct an investigation and evaluate the
experimental design to provide evidence that fields exist
between objects exerting forces on each other even though the
objects are not in contact.(gravity)
MS-PE-ESS1-1: Develop and use a model of the
Earth-sun-moon system to describe the cyclic patterns of lunar
phases, eclipses of the sun and moon, and seasons.
MS-PE-ESS1-2: Develop and use a model to describe the role
of gravity in the motions within galaxies and the solar system.
MS-PE-ESS1-3: Analyze and interpret data to determine scale
properties of objects in the solar system.
HS-PE-ESS1-4: Use mathematical or computational
representations to predict the motion of orbiting objects in the
solar system.
HS-PE-ESS1-6: Apply scientific reasoning and evidence from
ancient Earth materials, meteorites, and other planetary
surfaces to construct an account of Earth’s formation
and early history.
MS-PE-ESS1-4: Construct a scientific explanation based on
evidence from rock strata for how the geologic time scale is
used to organize Earth's 4.6-billion-year-old history.

QUARTER THREE: EARTH CHANGES: WEATHERING & PLATE
TECTONICS

8 MS-PE-ESS2-3: Analyze and interpret data on the distribution of
fossils and rocks, continental shapes, and seafloor structures to provide
evidence of the past plate motions.
8 MS-PE-ESS2-1: Develop a model to describe the cycling of Earth's
materials and the flow of energy that drives this process.
8 HS-PE-ESS2-1: Develop a model to illustrate how Earth’s internal
and surface processes operate at different spatial and temporal scales
to form continental and ocean-floor features.
8 HS-PE-ESS1-5: Evaluate evidence of the past and current
movements of continental and oceanic crust and the theory of plate
tectonics to explain the ages of crustal rocks.
8 MS-PE-ESS2-2: Construct an explanation based on evidence for how
geoscience processes have changed Earth's surface at varying time
and spatial scales.
8 HS-PE-ESS2-5: Plan and conduct an investigation of the properties
of water and its effects on Earth materials and surface processes.

(NGSS TEST IN SPRING)

QUARTER FOUR: WAVES (Earthquakes/EM)
MS-PE-PS4-1: Use mathematical representations to describe a simple
model for waves that includes how the amplitude of a wave is related to
the energy in a wave.

MS-PE-PS4-2: Develop and use a model to describe that waves are
reflected, absorbed, or transmitted through various materials.

MS-PE-PS2-3: Ask questions about data to determine the factors that
affect the strength of electric and magnetic forces.

MS-PE-PS2-5: Conduct an investigation and evaluate the experimental
design to provide evidence that fields exist between objects exerting
forces on each other even though the objects are not in
contact.(electric/magnetic)s

MS-PE-ESS3-2: Analyze and interpret data on natural hazards to
forecast future catastrophic events and inform the development of
technologies to mitigate their effects.

Science & Engineering Practices
1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems

(for engineering)
2. Developing and using models
3. Planning and carrying out investigations
4. Analyzing and interpreting data
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking.
6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing

solutions (for engineering)
7. Engaging in argument from evidence
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

Engineering Performance Tasks (Throughout)
MS-PE-ETS1-2: Evaluate competing design solutions using a
systematic process to determine how well they meet the criteria and
constraints of the problem.
MS-PE-ETS1-3: Analyze data from tests to determine similarities and
differences among several design solutions to identify the best
characteristics of each that can be combined into a new solution to
better meet the criteria for success.
MS-PE-ETS1-4: Develop a model to generate data for iterative testing
and modification of a proposed object, tool, or process such that an
optimal design can be achieved.

NGSS Practices Rubrics, Grade 8 Curr Folder, Grade 8 Gizmos, Grade 8 Interim NGSS Assessments,Grade 8 NGSS Unwrapped

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1SmOxS9mbS6Axt0_Kew6Eg3gEEv3977EJ?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1swOTovX384aUkgZHCL5TcW1Jz3y09dYYTBTms48n_tA/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1psA1Sj321CrXn9m3-q2rNZpk56blBZua-8steq_Gxrw/edit#gid=0


PHYCHEM

Quarter 1: Science of Weather/Climate Change
(Review physical principles of weather, 6th grade PEs)
HS-PE-ESS2-4: Use a model to describe how variations in the flow of energy
into and out of Earth’s systems result in changes in climate.
HS-PE-ESS2-7: Construct an argument based on evidence about the
simultaneous coevolution of Earth’s systems and life on Earth.
HS-PE-ESS2-6: Develop a quantitative model to describe the cycling of carbon
among the hydrosphere, atmosphere, geosphere, and biosphere.
HS-PE-ESS2-2: Analyze geoscience data to make the claim that one change to
Earth's surface can create feedbacks that cause changes to other Earth
systems.
HS-PE-ESS3-5: Analyze geoscience data and the results from global climate
models to make an evidence-based forecast of the current rate of global or
regional climate change and associated future impacts to Earth systems.
HS-PE-PS4-2: Evaluate questions about the advantages of using a digital
transmission and storage of information.
HS-PE-ESS3-1: Construct an explanation based on evidence for how the
availability of natural resources, occurrence of natural hazards, and changes in
climate have influenced human activity.
HS-PE-ETS1-4: Use a computer simulation to model the impact of proposed
solutions to a complex real-world problem with numerous criteria and
constraints on interactions within and between systems relevant to the problem.

Quarter 2: HUMAN IMPACT AND NATURAL RESOURCES
HS-PE-ESS3-1: Construct an explanation based on evidence for how the
availability of natural resources, occurrence of natural hazards, and changes in
climate have influenced human activity.
HS-PE-ESS3-2: Evaluate competing design solutions for developing, managing,
and utilizing energy and mineral resources based on cost-benefit ratios.*
HS-PE-ETS1-2: Design a solution to a complex real-world problem by breaking
it down into smaller, more manageable problems that can be solved through
engineering.
HS-PE-ESS3-6: Use computational representation to illustrate the relationships
among Earth systems how those relationships are being modified due to human
activity.
HS-PE-ESS3-4: Evaluate or refine a technological solution that reduces impacts
of human activities on natural systems.*
HS-PE-ESS2-5: Plan and conduct an investigation of the properties of water
and its effects on Earth materials and surface processes.
HS-PE-ESS3-3: Create computational simulation to illustrate relationships
among management of natural resources, the sustainability of human
populations, and biodiversity.

QUARTER 3: OUR NEED FOR ENERGY
HS-PE-PS4-1: Use mathematical representations to
support a claim regarding relationships among the
frequency, wavelength, and speed of waves traveling in
various media.
HS-PE-PS4-3: Evaluate the claims, evidence, and
reasoning behind the idea that electromagnetic radiation
can be described either by a wave model or a particle
model, and that for some situations one model is more
useful than the other.
HS-PE-PS4-5: Communicate technical information about
how some technological devices use the principles of
wave behavior and wave interactions with matter to
transmit and capture information and energy.*
HS-PE-PS4-4: Evaluate the validity and reliability of
claims in published materials of the effects that different
frequencies of electromagnetic radiation have when
absorbed by matter.

QUARTER 4: ENERGY
HS-PE-PS2-4: Use mathematical representations of
Newton’s Law of Gravitation and Coulomb’s Law to
describe and predict the gravitational and electrostatic
forces between objects.
HS-PE-PS2-5: Plan and conduct an investigation to
provide evidence that an electric current can produce a
magnetic field and that a changing magnetic field can
produce an electric current.
HS-PE-PS3-3: Design, build, and refine a device that
works within given constraints to convert one form of
energy into another form of energy.*
HS-PE-PS3-5: Develop and use a model of two objects
interacting through electric or magnetic fields to illustrate
the forces between objects and the changes in energy of
the objects due to the interaction.
HS-PE-PS3-1: Create a computational model to calculate
the change in the energy of one component in a system
when the change in energy of the other component(s) and
energy flows in and out of the system are known.

Engineering Performance Tasks (Throughout)
HS-PE-ETS1-1: Analyze a major global challenge to specify qualitative and
quantitative criteria and constraints for solutions that account for societal needs
and wants.
HS-PE-ETS1-2: Design a solution to a complex real-world problem by breaking
it down into smaller, more manageable problems that can be solved through
engineering.
HS-PE-ETS1-3: Evaluate a solution to a complex real-world problem based on
prioritized criteria and trade-offs that account for a range of constraints,
including cost, safety, reliability, and aesthetics as well as possible social,
cultural, and environmental impacts.
HS-PE-ETS1-4: Use a computer simulation to model the impact of proposed
solutions to a complex real-world problem with numerous criteria and
constraints on interactions within and between systems relevant to the problem.

Science & Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining
problems (for engineering)

2. Developing and using models
3. Planning and carrying out investigations
4. Analyzing and interpreting data
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking.
6. Constructing explanations (for science) and

designing solutions (for engineering)
7. Engaging in argument from evidence
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating

information

NGSS Practices Rubrics, PhyChem Curr Folder, PhyChem Gizmos, Interim NGSS Assessments, PhyChem NGSS Unwrapped

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/168w-kLr_XSqXvYT8WG4re6zMKY_GeJNC?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1swOTovX384aUkgZHCL5TcW1Jz3y09dYYTBTms48n_tA/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1psA1Sj321CrXn9m3-q2rNZpk56blBZua-8steq_Gxrw/edit#gid=0


BIOLOGY

QUARTER 1: BIOCHEMISTRY & CELLS
HS-PE-LS1-5: Use a model to illustrate how
photosynthesis transforms light energy into stored
chemical energy.
HS-PE-LS1-6: Construct and revise an explanation based
on evidence for how carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen from
sugar molecules may combine with other elements to form
amino acids and/or other large carbon-based molecules.
HS-PE-LS1-7: Use a model to illustrate that cellular
respiration is a chemical process whereby the bonds of
food molecules and oxygen molecules are broken and the
bonds in new compounds are formed resulting in a net
transfer of energy.
HS-PE-LS1-1: Construct an explanation based on
evidence for how the structure of DNA determines the
structure of proteins which carry out the essential functions
of life through systems of specialized cells.
HS-PE-LS1-2: Develop and use a model to illustrate the
hierarchical organization of interacting systems that
provide specific functions within multicellular organisms.
HS-PE-LS1-3: Plan and conduct an investigation to
provide evidence that feedback mechanisms maintain
homeostasis.
HS-PE-LS1-4: Use a model to illustrate the role of cellular
division (mitosis) and differentiation in producing and
maintaining complex organisms.

QUARTER 2: GENETICS & BIOTECHNOLOGY
HS-PE-LS1-1: Construct an explanation based on
evidence for how the structure of DNA determines the
structure of proteins which carry out the essential functions
of life through systems of specialized cells.
HS-PE-LS2-4: Use mathematical representations to
support claims for the cycling of matter and flow of energy
among organisms in an ecosystem.
HS-PE-LS3-1: Ask questions to clarify relationships about
the role of DNA and chromosomes in coding the
instructions for characteristic traits passed from parents to
offspring.
HS-PE-LS3-2: Make and defend a claim based on
evidence that inheritable genetic variations may result
from: (1) new genetic combinations through meiosis, (2)
viable errors occurring during replication, and/or (3)
mutations caused by environmental factors.

QUARTER 3:NATURAL SELECTION/EVOLUTION & POPULATIONS
HS-PE-LS2-8: Evaluate the evidence for the role of group behavior on individual
and species’ chances to survive and reproduce.
HS-PE-LS4-1: Communicate scientific information that common ancestry and
biological evolution are supported by multiple lines of empirical evidence
HS-PE-LS4-2: Construct an explanation based on evidence that the process of
evolution primarily results from four factors: (1) the potential for a species to
increase in number, (2) the heritable genetic variation of individuals in a species
due to mutation and sexualreproduction, (3) competition for limited resources,
and (4) the proliferation of those organisms that are better able to survive and
reproduce in the environment.
HS-PE-LS4-3: Apply concepts of statistics/probability to support explanations
that organisms with an advantageous heritable traits tend to increase in
proportion to organisms lacking this trait.
HS-PE-LS4-4: Construct an explanation based on evidence for how natural
selection leads to adaptation of populations.
HS-PE-LS3-3: Apply concepts of statistics and probability to explain the
variation and distribution of expressed traits in a population.
HS-PE-LS4-5: Evaluate the evidence supporting claims that changes in
environmental conditions may result in: (1) increases in the number of
individuals of some species, (2) the emergence of new species over time, and
(3) the extinction of other species.
HS-PE-LS2-7: Design, evaluate, and refine a solution for reducing the impacts
of human activities on the environment and biodiversity.*

QUARTER 4: ECOLOGY
HS-PE-LS2-1: Use mathematical and/or computational representations to
support explanations of factors that affect carrying capacity of ecosystems at
different scales.
HS-PE-LS2-2: Use mathematical representations to support and revise
explanations based on evidence about factors affecting biodiversity,populations
in ecosystems of different scales.
HS-PE-LS2-3: Construct and revise an explanation based on evidence for the
cycling of matter and flow of energy in aerobic and anaerobic conditions.
HS-PE-LS2-4: Use mathematical representations to support claims for the
cycling of matter and flow of energy among organisms in an ecosystem.
HS-PE-LS4-6: Create or revise a simulation to test a solution to mitigate
adverse impacts of human activity on biodiversity.*
HS-PE-LS2-6: Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning that the complex
interactions in ecosystems maintain relatively consistent numbers and types of
organisms in stable conditions, but changing conditions may result in a new
ecosystem.
HS-PE-ESS3-3: Create a computational simulation to illustrate relationships
among management of natural resources, the sustainability of human
populations, biodiversity.

Science & Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems
(for engineering)

2. Developing and using models
3. Planning and carrying out investigations
4. Analyzing and interpreting data
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking.
6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing

solutions (for engineering)
7. Engaging in argument from evidence
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating

information

Engineering Performance Tasks (Throughout)

HS-PE-ETS1-1: Analyze a major global challenge to specify qualitative and
quantitative criteria and constraints for solutions that account for societal needs
and wants.
HS-PE-ETS1-2: Design a solution to a complex real-world problem by breaking
it down into smaller, more manageable problems that can be solved through
engineering.
HS-PE-ETS1-3: Evaluate a solution to a complex real-world problem based on
prioritized criteria and trade-offs that account for a range of constraints,
including cost, safety, reliability, and aesthetics as well as possible social,
cultural, and environmental impacts.
HS-PE-ETS1-4: Use a computer simulation to model the impact of proposed
solutions to a complex

NGSS Practices Rubrics, Bio Curr Folder, Bio Gizmos, Interim NGSS Assessments, Bio NGSS Unwrapped

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1GRKpwPFMGiyzV-L2R8YQsZ15VABsDnqd?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1swOTovX384aUkgZHCL5TcW1Jz3y09dYYTBTms48n_tA/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1psA1Sj321CrXn9m3-q2rNZpk56blBZua-8steq_Gxrw/edit#gid=0


CHEMISTRY

Quarter 1: MATTER/ATOMS & NUCLEAR CHANGES &
STELLAR EVOLUTION
(Review middle school matter properties, atomic structure,
periodic table grade 7 Q1 PES)
HS-PE-PS1-8: Develop models to illustrate the changes in
the composition of the nucleus of the atom and the energy
released during the processes of fission, fusion, and
radioactive decay.
HS-PE-ESS1-1: Develop a model based on evidence to
illustrate the life span of the sun and the role of nuclear fusion
in the sun’s core to release energy in the form of
radiation.
HS-PE-ESS1-2: Construct an explanation of the Big Bang
theory based on astronomical evidence of light spectra,
motion of distant galaxies, and composition of matter in the
universe.
HS-PE-ESS1-3: Communicate scientific ideas about the way
stars, over their life cycle, produce elements.
HS-PE-PS4-3: Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning
behind the idea that electromagnetic radiation can be
described either by a wave model or a particle
model, and that for some situations one model is more useful
than the other. (Spectra in Elements)

QUARTER TWO: CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
HS-PE-PS1-1: Use the periodic table as a model to predict
the relative properties of elements based on the patterns of
electrons in the outermost energy level of atoms.
HS-PE-PS1-2: Construct and revise an explanation for the
outcome of a simple chemical reaction based on the
outermost electron states of atoms, trends in the
periodic table, and knowledge of the patterns of chemical
properties.
HS-PE-PS1-3: Plan and conduct an investigation to gather
evidence to compare the structure of substances at the bulk
scale to infer the strength of electrical forces
between particles.
HS-PE-PS2-6: Communicate scientific and technical
information about why the molecular-level structure is
important in the functioning of designed materials.*
(Bonding)

QUARTER THREE: CHEMICAL REACTIONS / SOLUTIONS
HS-PE-PS1-4: Develop a model to illustrate that the release or
absorption of energy from a chemical reaction system depends upon
the changes in total bond energy.
HS-PE-PS1-7: Use mathematical representations to support the claim
that atoms, and therefore mass, are conserved during a chemical
reaction.
HS-PE-PS1-5: Apply scientific principles and evidence to provide an
explanation about the effects of changing the temperature or
concentration of the reacting particles on the rate at which a reaction
occurs.
HS-PE-PS1-6: Refine the design of a chemical system by specifying a
change in conditions that would produce increased amounts of
products at equilibrium.*
HS-PE-ETS1-3: Evaluate a solution to a complex real-world problem
based on prioritized criteria and trade-offs that account for a range of
constraints, including cost, safety, reliability, and aesthetics as well as
possible social, cultural, and environmental impacts.
SOLUTIONS/ACIDS/BASES
HS-PE-ESS2-5: Plan and conduct an investigation of the properties of
water and its effects on Earth materials and surface processes.

(NGSS TEST IN SPRING)

QUARTER FOUR: GAS LAWS/ ORGANIC CHEM
HS-PE-PS3-2: Develop and use models to illustrate that energy at the
macroscopic scale can be accounted for as a combination of energy
associated with the motions of particles (objects) and energy
associated with the relative positions of particles (objects).
HS-PE-PS3-4: Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence
that the transfer of thermal energy when two components of different
temperature are combined within a closed system results in a more
uniform energy distribution among the components in the system
(second law of thermodynamics).

ORGANIC CHEM

Science & Engineering Practices

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems
(for engineering)

2. Developing and using models
3. Planning and carrying out investigations
4. Analyzing and interpreting data
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking.
6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing

solutions (for engineering)
7. Engaging in argument from evidence
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

Engineering Performance Tasks (Throughout)

HS-PE-ETS1-1: Analyze a major global challenge to specify qualitative
and quantitative criteria and constraints for solutions that account for
societal needs and wants.
HS-PE-ETS1-2: Design a solution to a complex real-world problem by
breaking it down into smaller, more manageable problems that can be
solved through engineering.
HS-PE-ETS1-3: Evaluate a solution to a complex real-world problem
based on prioritized criteria and trade-offs that account for a range of
constraints, including cost, safety, reliability, and aesthetics as
well as possible social, cultural, and environmental impacts.
HS-PE-ETS1-4: Use a computer simulation to model the impact of
proposed solutions to a complex

NGSS Practices Rubrics, Chem Curr Folder, Chem Gizmos, Interim NGSS Assessments,Chem NGSS Unwrapped

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1GRKpwPFMGiyzV-L2R8YQsZ15VABsDnqd?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1swOTovX384aUkgZHCL5TcW1Jz3y09dYYTBTms48n_tA/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1psA1Sj321CrXn9m3-q2rNZpk56blBZua-8steq_Gxrw/edit#gid=0


Physics

NGSS Practices Rubrics, Physics Gizmos, Interim NGSS Assessments

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XwWy1f7EThsxcMiMZ2qQFps4RH48v_CwNd6UXkrQzCE/edit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1swOTovX384aUkgZHCL5TcW1Jz3y09dYYTBTms48n_tA/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1psA1Sj321CrXn9m3-q2rNZpk56blBZua-8steq_Gxrw/edit#gid=0


Science	Department	Initiatives	and	Resources	include:	
	
-Rollout	of	new	science	curriculum	6-12	in	2019	fitting	new	state	science	standards	(NGSS),	each	
unit	focusing	on	students	studying	a	phenomena/science	experience,	exploring,	analyzing	data,	
coming	up	with	their	own	explanation/model,	and	conducting	a	performance	task.	Units	for	K-6	
were	adapted	in	2021.		

	
	

-Professional	development	with	regular	meetings,	and	online	text/video	resources	and	ongoing	
partnerships	with	SCSU	(CRISP),	Quinnipiac	(Project	SING),	and	Yale	to	help	our	teachers.	Mentor	
support	for	new	teachers	and	curriculum	resources.	

	
FOR	STUDENTS:	

	
-Yale	Pathways	program:	for	normal	NHPS	students	grades	5-12,	nominated	by	teachers,	and	
provided	with	extra	events	and	mentoring	in	science/STEM.	

	
-Many	Yale	Community	Science	Events	open	to	all	schools/students	
(http://onhsa.yale.edu/science-outreach-home).	

	
	 -CityWide	Science	Fair,	including	over	8-11	Family	Science	Nights	a	year	(www.nhsciencefair.org)	
	
	 -Science	Nights	at	CityWidePTO,	CityWide	Title	I	Science	Night,	Family	Science	Nights,	etc…	
	

-Many	statewide	science/STEM	competitions,	check	with	each	school:	CT	Invention	Convention,	
First	Robotics,	First	Lego,	STEMExpo,	ScienceOlympiad,	PhysicsOlympiad,	OdysseyOfTheMind,	
etc…	
	
-Continuing	a	focus	on	STEM	Careers,	including	STEM	careers	course	at	HillCareer	high	school	to	
be	expanded	to	other	schools	that	includes	partnerships	with	NH	Manufacturers,	and	an	annual	
STEM	career	fair.	
	
-Working	with	the	current	and	new	STEM	Magnet	schools	to	infuse	science	inquiry	skills	and	
partnerships	into	the	school	instruction	and	curriculum.	
	
**	Of	special	interest	is	the	BioPathways/Science	Pathways	Partnership	with	
SCSU/Gateway/Alexion.	This	group	is	NHPS	high	school	teachers,	undergrad	science	faculty	and	
research	scientists	to	advise	and	consult	on	roll	out	of	new	curriculum	to	make	sure	our	graduates	
have	the	skills	they	need	to	succeed	in	undergrad	science	courses.	For	example,	we	have	already	
discussed	increasing	use	of	statistics,	doing	lab	equipment	practicals	(GLP),	a	common	lab	report	
format.	A	subset	of	this	group	will	also	design	a	NHPS	high	school	biotechnology	course.		
	
-Other	informal	science	museums	and	resources:	Yale	Peabody	Museum,	Mystic	Aquarium,	
Connecticut	Science	Center	(Hartford),	Discovery	Museum	(Bridgeport),	Norwalk	Maritime	Center,	
Eli	Whitney	Museum,	Schooner	Inc,	and	many	others.	Especially	important	is	for	adults	to	go	with	
students	and	continually	ask	them	“what	do	you	think	that	is?	Why	do	you	think	that	happens?	
Why	do	you	think	so?”	and	ask	students	to	THINK	and	ASK	QUESTIONS	about	the	world	around	
them!



        
NHPS SCIENCE Curriculum At-A-Glance https://sites.google.com/a/nhps.net/new-haven-public-schools-curriculum/science
(includes links to Instructional Frameworks, Science Practice Rubrics, Resources and Professional Development)

● Taught using learning cycle: Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, Evaluate.
● Students figure things out, not just learn about!

(Note: Elem K-5 should be at least 100 min/week hands-on science! + literacy/math, 6-12 at least 230 min/week)
              

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

K Plants and Animals
  

Energy (ETS) Weather Objects in Motion

1 Sound (ETS)
  

Light Sun movements: Day/Night
PBA

Plants and Animals

2 Plants (Seed Dispersal)
  

 

Land and Water Erosion (ETS) Solids & Liquids

3 Weather and Climate
  

Patterns in Motion Animals Habitats Change (ETS) Organisms
PBA

4 Animals and
Communication

  

Changing Earth Energy in Motion Energy (electricity/
Waves (ETS)
PBA

5 Changes in Ecosystems
  

Stars and Sky
Mystery Sci, PBA

Materials and Properties (NGSS TEST
FOLLOWS)
Mystery Sci

Water/Human Impacts
(ETS)
Mystery Sci

6 Ecosystems
PBA, PBA

Human Impacts
PBA

Weather & Climate (heat)
PBA

Energy
PBA

7 Matter/
Atom

Chemical
Reactions

Cells Body Systems Growth
Reproduction

Genetics Natural
Selection

Evolution

8 Motion/
Energy

Energy
Transfer

Space
Systems

Earth History Tectonic Plates
PBA

Changing Earth
(Rocks & Geological
Features)
(NGSS TEST
FOLLOWS)

Waves/Energy
(Earthquakes, E&M
Forces)
PBA

PhyChem Earth
Energy/
Matter
Cycles

Weather/
Climate
Change
PBA

Earth
Materials/
Environ.
Impact

Natural
Resources

EM Waves in
Technology
PBA

Energy Sources/
Changes
PBA

Electric Energy

Biology Bio
Chemistry

Cells
Bacteria
Viruses

Heredity
Genetics

Evolution Diseases
Population

Organism
Interdependence
PBA

Ecology

Chemistry Chemical
Properties

Nuclear/
Atoms in
the
Universe

Atomic
Structure/
Matter
Properties

Compounds
Bonding

Reactions/
Equations

Solutions/
Acids Bases
PBA
(NGSSTEST
FOLLOWS)

Gas Behavior/
Organization

Motion ACCEL 2D Motion Forces/ Work Energy/
Electric

Wave , Sound, Light Modern
Physics

 ● Science and Engineering Practices (Observing, Measuring, Questioning, Modeling, Investigating,
 Analyzing Data/Math, Explaining, Argumentation, Communicating/Discourse) used throughout! 

           

 Mystery Sci

 Mystery Sci PBA

Mystery Sci Mystery 
Sci2, PBA

Mystery Sci 

Mystery Sci 

Mystery Sci 

NHPS Science Fair May 16-19

Physics  
(or other  
electives)

New Haven Public Schools 2021-2022 School Year SCIENCE OVERVIEW PUBLIC PACING CHART

https://sites.google.com/a/nhps.net/new-haven-public-schools-curriculum/science
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wiZpb9iQ7E2CEJ_bdE9Zrc2iGSOUhfyzMZMwpENY5Hs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LUDqUBOh8bvniGOmkQRK2GzP6I2A12oH/edit?usp=sharing&ouid=110739577008173965791&rtpof=true&sd=true
https://mysteryscience.com/light/light-sound-communication
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SsV1_wn2QAnddBd4cGCvnT-G6rjEnOO0mjIxYVZfGDE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GCD7YPGJppR99TAuDJeUZe7QHGGhfepOX9Q8iJBOrCE/edit?usp=sharing
https://mysteryscience.com/biodiversity/animal-biodiversity
https://mysteryscience.com/plants/plant-adaptations
https://mysteryscience.com/weather/weather-climate
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1ilmdsOiz3S1Pa9JpSXYWH-BpXGkm5dW6?usp=sharing
https://mysteryscience.com/body/human-body-vision-the-brain
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1SsV1_wn2QAnddBd4cGCvnT-G6rjEnOO0mjIxYVZfGDE/edit?usp=sharing
https://mysteryscience.com/ecosystems/ecosystems-the-food-web
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1aiFNh1W11JdzdC7u1PvQVEr9VeG9jitGmX_aH85RJBk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1PFRjpO8hZxZEmcSnlUEGPq0v8CLcx1BY9YCkR7WlFro/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1c4rkxOpT8tWWxrwfn5QdTccv9YamMoDG2Be8s8rmHiA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1cj2RjjCX1EAg8vMPmvl9EyQxrLP3LeLHW4QzbEoJmdc/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YphRuIJ--MnRMp2VyjrK1ryWc2s3XeUI?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1DTPiT6R0M95uzOnna55abkTtxb989Knw?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vCjjAi6A2fHz0ZYh-CZCPYEMJyTud8km?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1PFRjpO8hZxZEmcSnlUEGPq0v8CLcx1BY9YCkR7WlFro/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1nivFb1MQaFGbMz080C06-mbd_MeHiaa_?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1H-WfxVAAWEnq2SLYn6WMRMmwPvqxY5Fie1bjQI1u6to/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/10CPpCunrqjL1yTq7plASC8HDvHYuIsOw?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11yS83P966RW3kyxlMQPVpemHX273wMlA?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CR0812AIoyKKQyRj0_YIty5bOYwTHip3gYGO4Bu5tS0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1fomkeNLdxi5sbEDHpODJ2vrOMwHNorRRPBG_R2bAaQ8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1R6HHKpgTHpRmpaYU86qvar-NPC5tF2KDPWvruG4PAOk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1DBqwgbLPGoJ9j9zY1ytrw7SpfsmPdEVYCRJ7rIkiAjE/edit?usp=sharing

